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Summary
The Low Income Energy Issues Forum
adopted a challenge in 2013:

Coronavirus Crisis: The Case for Consumer Debt
Forgiveness in the Utility Sector

Propose innovative and integrated
policies and approaches that help
close the widening gap between what
vulnerable energy consumers can pay
and their current utility bills.

Following a year of record job losses and increased
debt, households are trying to rebuild their finances.

We are a unique group of 400 professionals
focused on energy affordability. We come
from utilities, regulatory agencies,
consumer and research organizations, and
software and analytical companies.

We consider the consumer, business, and regulatory
considerations presented by the unprecedented
levels of consumer debt to utilities. We make the
case for partial debt-forgiveness programs and
explain the benefits to consumers and utilities.
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Challenge Statement
Utilities that manage past-due accounts are now assessing practical alternatives to
traditional notifications, payment arrangements, collections, and disconnection.
Modification of consumer behavior through incentives shows promise.
Utilities must explore the consumer, business, and regulatory considerations
associated with partial debt-forgiveness programs and calculate
the benefits to consumers and utilities.

© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Overview
Utilities are resigned year after year to write off a percentage
of revenue representing bad debt.
Historically, debt forgiveness has rarely been considered a viable
debt management option – legal limitations and notions
of customer inequity have been barriers. In the current
environment, with bad debt levels 2-3x normal levels, the
business case for partial debt forgiveness is compelling.
Consumers, moreover, need alternative programs and new tools
to manage household debt, to improve their ability to maintain
control over utility bills and avoid disconnection.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.
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OUTLINE
 Consumer Debt Landscape Review
 Debt Crisis & Relief Offered to Consumers
 Utilities & Debt
 Utility Interviews: Debt Management & Forgiveness
 Making the Case for Debt Forgiveness
 Next Steps
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Consumer Debt Landscape Review
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The Impact of COVID
The COVID crisis
is disproportionately hitting
low-income households, those
with fewer assets to buffer
themselves against insolvency

MORTGAGE / RENT
STUDENT
LOANS
AUTO
CREDIT
CARDS

HOUSEHOLD DEBT
UTILITIES
MEDICAL

https://blogs.worldbank.org/developmenttalk/quiet-financial-crisis (Jan. 2021)

Debt Crisis & Relief Offered to Consumers

© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Debt Crisis

Federal Protections & Assistance
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (created in
2010 after the previous economic downturn) to
become a more aggressive watchdog

Other Critical Debt Management Areas:
➢ Foreclosures
➢ Evictions
➢ Utilities Bills

* Priority areas for CFPB in 2021 include:
● Debt collection (credit card, small business,
●
●
●
●
●

personal loans)
Student loans
Payday loans
Credit reporting
Overdraft fees
Racial equity

HOUSING SECURITY

Federal foreclosure moratorium extended to June 30, and borrowers
have more time to seek help with payments (75% of US mortgages
are guaranteed/ insured by US gov’t )
Federal eviction moratorium extended to June 30
Renters in many states may also receive federal rental assistance
money, these funds are beginning to flow
Utility disconnection moratoria managed state to state

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/30/bidens-cfpb-priorities-covid-payday-loans-and-student-debt.html
https://www.npr.org/2021/03/29/982234755/federal-eviction-moratorium-extended-just-two-days-before-expiration
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-extends-covid-19-mortgage-relief-11613485250?mod=djem10point
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Debt Crisis:

COVID-related Policies
Failure To Pay
Consequences

Industry
•
•
•

Creditor Options

Covid-related Policies

•

Penalties

•

Debt never reduced
Penalties
Credit Score
impacted
Bankruptcy only exit

Most major issuers have dedicated web pages for their COVID-19
financial-hardship options; Typical relief:
• Permit deferred, delayed or skipped payments with no penalty
• Waiving fees or penalty interest rates
• Extending time period for certain benefits

Rental
Properties

•
•
•

Penalties
Eviction
Credit score impacted

•
•

Penalties
Eviction

•
•

Federal Eviction Moratorium extended to June 30, 2021
Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) funds now available

Student Loans

•
•
•
•

Debt never reduced
Carry for life
Tax or wage seizure
Bankruptcy only exit

•
•

Tax or wage seizure
Penalties

•
•

Payment pause on federal funded loans through 9/30 (extended
to some privately held loans in default)
Potential loan forgiveness ($10k) for federal borrowers on way

•
•
•

Penalties
Service disconnect
Negative debt cycle

•
•
•

Consumer penalties
Service disconnect
Made whole through rate case

•
•
•
•

Fees, penalties waived
Disconnect and rate increase moratoria
Assistance dollars and debt forgiveness
State to state patchwork of policies

Credit Cards

Utility

See Appendix for more detail on federal rent and student loan programs
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Debt Crisis

Unprecedented Utility Relief
A small group of senators introduced a resolution in March 2020,
calling for electric and gas utilities to:

➔ suspend disconnections

➔ waive late fees and reconnection fees

➔ make reasonable efforts to restore connection to those

Forms of Consumer Relief:

➢ Fee and penalty suspensions

➢ Reconnections with outstanding debt

previously disconnected

➢ Disconnection moratorium

the federal state of emergency

➢ Various forms of bill pay assistance

➔ place a moratorium on rate increases during the duration of
While states and utilities both large and small have taken some type
of action to suspend service disconnections, consumer COVIDrelated policies have varied in scope and duration – resulting in a
policy patchwork

➢ Rate increase moratorium
➢ Debt Forgiveness, credits

See NARUC Map of Disconnect Moratoria and NEADA Full List of Moratoria Policies
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Utilities & Debt
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Utilities & Debt
Summary

Unemployment #s
At this moment, nothing in the utility sector is more important
than maintaining service
• Utilities are analyzing / forecasting arrearages
• Getting a handle on the scale of the debt problem can
help utilities reform programs and services to reduce debt
• Utilities are focused on:
o customer communications

Bill Arrearages

A calculator prepared in April 2020 by Jay Zarnikau, PhD,
of Frontier Energy, drew a line from an increase
of unemployment from 3.7% to 12% to large increases
(100% to 150%) in utility bill arrearages
Studies referenced by Zarnikau found that the local
unemployment rate was a good determinant of
utility disconnects and bill hardship

o assistance enrollment

National and state assistance programs were not designed
to address the COVID-related arrearage numbers

o helping customers stay current on bills

See Zarnikau, Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Utility Bill Collections (Apr. 2020)

o preparing for collections
• Some utilities are considering new approaches to debt relief

The unemployment rate edged down to 6.0 percent in March, and is down considerably
from its recent high in April 2020 but is still 2.5 percentage points higher than its prepandemic level in February 2020 (https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf )

COVID has a large impact, but so do the regulatory decisions
about disconnections
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Utilities & Debt

Progression of Pandemic and Utility Policies
•
•
•

Utilities are still in or nearing the end of a protracted disconnect moratorium period, or have already lifted the ban
Customer debt has grown during the moratorium period
Utilities must work through 4 Phases moving from a ban being put in place to a “new normal”

Challenges lie with executing payment & communication strategies, funding and disbursing debt relief & forgiveness

Disconnect
moratorium in
place (reconnect
with outstanding
debt permitted)

Debt builds during
moratorium, attempt
"soft collection"
efforts, execute
communication and
payment strategies

Lift moratorium,
roll out broader
debt management
strategies

Return to
"business as
usual" - what
does this new
normal look like?
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Utilities & Debt

Role & Impact of Payment Arrangements
Nutshell (pre-pandemic):

Potential COVID Impacts on Payment Arrangements, Bad Debt

Utility payment arrangements:

• Extended moratoria on collections and disconnects

•

fail at high rates

• Payment Arrangement default rate likely to increase

•

are expensive

• Risk of commercial businesses permanently closing

•

add significantly to the overall bad debt number

•

the higher the balance (debt cliff $400-500) and the
longer the repayment term, the less likely the utility is
going to be able to collect fully what is owed

See "An Analysis of Utility Payment Arrangements" (UCRC Mar. 2021)

• Risk of increased volumes of customer bankruptcies
• Impact on Customer Operations (i.e., Call Center volume)
• Risk of additional regulatory scrutiny
• Unknown energy consumption patterns
• Competition for collections with other creditors / service providers
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Utilities & Debt

Unprecedented Utility Relief – What's Next?
Settlement strategies have historically tended to be inbound and reactive, with few options to
manage delinquencies other than a path to disconnection
With the current economic and regulatory context, and strong coordination and
support from executives and stakeholders, utilities should be uniquely positioned
to experiment with new thinking and offers around debt relief and forgiveness

Critical questions utilities should be asking...

➔ Time to move away from default payment arrangements model proven to fail?

Increase
Collections
Efficiently

Decrease
Defaults

➔ How best can we manage increased business risks while keeping customers safe?
➔ How do we define needs-based in the current environment?
➔ How do we provide greater access to help?

➔ How do we achieve efficiency and effectiveness managing collections?
➔ How do we make debt forgiveness work on some level?
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Utility Interviews:
Debt Management and Forgiveness Programs
17
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Utility Interviews
Overview

Conducted interviews with the following utilities to inquire re: debt
forgiveness program design and implementation efforts:
1. LADWP*
2. National Grid
3. Snohomish PUD*
Through regulatory filings and/ or news articles we learned of programs
offered by these utilities:
4. ComEd
5. Evergy

*See Appendix for additional details
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Utility Interviews
Summary Findings

Planning / Execution
 Executive buy-in, permission to try new things
 Stakeholder coordination, support

Challenges / Barriers
 Debt Forgiveness vs. Relief vs. Arrearage Management
(more than a name)
 Legal limitations

 Implement self-enrollment, auto enrollment
(remove barriers)
 Duration (unknown factors)
 Act now, evaluate later

 Funding sources
 Adapt existing program or build new program
 Defining “needs-based”
 Eligibility criteria (most customers reached?)
 Enrollment process (new process, systems)
 Consumer advocate demands / equity

Goals, Success Defined
 Offer best-in-class options to customers
 Pathway to customer becoming whole
 Avoided costs for utility
 Reliable bill payers after forgiveness
 Community goodwill
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Utility Interviews
LADWP

Stakeholder, Legal / Regulatory Activity

Programs

•

Customer Service Division of LADWP focused on several fronts:

LA City Council requested that LADWP forgive consumer
debt (unprecedented ask)

•

Legally cannot take from one customer to cover another

•

No funds earmarked / available to cover debt forgiveness

•

Learning curve - with support of General Counsel, City
Attorney General (both who now better understand
these legal constraints) and through many iterations of
options, learned what the utility could do to manage
customer debt

Results, Success Defined
See Appendix for additional detail

•

LADWP Customer Study (forgive some level of debt
for customers, size of program TBD) - quid pro quo

•

Administrator of the federally-funded 2020 “Cares
Act” grants for the city of LA ($ for utility bills)

•

Keeping an eye on $260M federal dollars earmarked
for rent relief (some dollars may go to utility bills)

•

Thinking through potential disbursement of federal
funds earmarked specifically for utility arrears – there
would be no legal constraints, focus would be on risk
mitigation and equitable disbursement

See Appendix for additional detail
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Utility Interviews
National Grid

Stakeholder, Legal / Regulatory Activity
•

Debt forgiveness programs in place in both MA and RI

•

Due to Covid, the Massachusetts program made some
changes – National Grid coordinated with other utilities,
the AG’s office and low-income advocates before rolling
out the program changes

•

Debt forgiveness is recoverable

Massachusetts
Program / Eligibility:
•

On a discount rate (means-tested program)

•

Owe over $300 and at least 60 days overdue

Debt Management & Forgiveness:
National Grid reviews the account billing history and sets a monthly budget
payment amount based on the average of their monthly bills
•

Results, Success Defined
•

“Success” rate hard to pull - over 3 or 6 months, see
partial arrears forgiven, see entire arrears forgiven, see
new enrollees and completions at same time =
complicated waterfall charts

•

Monthly data is pulled and shared with regulators

•

Auto-enroll will reveal new customer behavior patterns
(if can’t afford monthly budget payment, see default)

Ex: a budget amount of $150 /month and past-due balance of $1,200
- for every month $150 payment is made towards current bill, pastdue balance is reduced by $100 ($1,200 ÷ 12 = $100)

Covid-related program changes:
•

Max. forgiveness up to $1k/ month; up to $12k / year ($4k prior)

•

Owe more than $12k, can continue past 12 months

•

Qualifying customers auto-enrolled beg. April 2021, (once per month
system auto-enrolls, sends out welcome letter with ability to opt out of
program); customers can also enroll on phone with CSR
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Utility Interviews
SnoPUD

Stakeholder, Legal / Regulatory Activity
• WA state - no indication the statewide disconnect
moratorium would be lifted, bill non-payment rising
• Legally cannot execute true “debt forgiveness” - opted
to tap rainy day fund - being fully funded by
customer donations (“Project Pride”) had latitude for
how to design the program and allocate funds
• Had executive buy-in; need for a solution makes the
business case; this is a worthy endeavor
Results, Success Defined
• Wanted ease of entry (no burdensome documentation
requirements) and to allow for self-enrollment (elevated
customers’ needs over possible fraud detection - reserved
the right to request additional information at any time)
• Ability to self-attest is critical – large percent of qualifying
participants are in a needs-based situation for the first time
• To know the customers, address their specific needs (43% of
the county population falls within asset limited / income
restrained or "working poor")

Program / Eligibility:
Arrearage Management pilot program created for income-qualified
customers expressing difficulty paying their past due balance
Eligible customers receive a grant and must agree to a monthly
payment plan.
•

Customer's open balance is ≥ $200, and customer agrees to make
an initial payment up to $300, initial pledge will match up to $300

• Customer agrees to a monthly payment plan; pledges of $100
every two months will continue with successful payments
• Pledges max at $600 per customer - once $600 allocation has been
received, customer will renegotiate new monthly amount based
on current balance, usage, and ability to stay consistent
•

Customers are removed from the program if they default on the
installment plan

See Appendix for additional detail
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Utility Interviews
ComEd (not interviewed)

Stakeholder, Legal / Regulatory Activity
•

Moratorium on disconnect lifted in IL on Mar. 31

•

ComEd worked with the Illinois Commerce
Commission staff, the Office of the Illinois Attorney
General, other large Illinois gas and electric utilities
and a broad group of consumer advocates to
develop a comprehensive support package to help
residential customers

•

•

Unanimously approved by the ICC on Mar. 18, the
package includes one-time bill credits,
enhanced payment arrangement options and special
reconnection programs for eligible customers
Each of these programs offered for a limited time

Program
• $9M in financial assistance offered; program funds were available
on a first-come, first serve basis until funds are exhausted (less than
two week, funds exhausted)
Eligibility:
• Behind with payments or seeking reconnection
• At or below 300% of the FPL, based on 30-day monthly income and
household size
• Customers who received LIHEAP, PIPP or CARE funds to date, or
ComEd Bill Payment Assistance Program funds in 2020 still eligible
Relief:
• One-time bill credit of up to $500 for eligible customers
• More generous deferred payment plans
• Extension of bill pay assistance programs through 2021
• Waived disconnection fees (through June 30)
• Re-connect service if pay 25% of outstanding balance
https://www.comed.com/MyAccount/CustomerSupport/Pages/BillPaymentAssistance.aspx
https://www.comed.com/News/Pages/NewsReleases/2021-03-18.aspx
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Utility Interviews
Evergy (not interviewed)

Stakeholder, Legal / Regulatory Activity

Program / Eligibility

•

• Beginning in June 2020, Evergy was contacting customers who were past
due on their electricity bill to offer payment arrangements (calls, emails,
postcards)

•

•

•

In 2020, Evergy received approval from Kansas Corp.
Cmsn and Missouri PSC for an accounting authority
order
Under the AAO, Evergy can track costs and savings
related to COVID-19, and be given an opportunity to
potentially recover some losses down the road
Consumer groups pushed back, advocating for more
immediate bill pay assistance (namely long-term
payment plans and some debt forgiveness), relief they
said would insulate customers against cost recovery at a
later date
Consumer groups also argued to limit the costs tracked
(notably the Missouri PSC denied Evergy the ability to
track lost revenues because of decreased power sales
during the COVID-19 pandemic)

• The target audience for what was called "phase 1"- High Priority: 50K customers
with accounts $250+ in arrears and 135K customers with accounts $100 - $250 in
arrears
• Offered two "Covid-19 Customer Programs" through August 31, 2020
•

“Pay Now” payment plan – these customers were at least $100 past due
and were eligible for a 10% credit (up to $100) when they paid their account
in full

•

“Four- month” payment plan – customers who were $250 past due or
more could request a 4-month payment arrangement - with the first
installment of this plan customers received a credit of $25, and if the payment
plan was completed by the fourth month, then the customers received a 50%
credit of the payment up to $75 towards their next bill

https://newsroom.evergy.com/2020-06-30-evergy-offers-flexible-payment-plans
https://www.efis.psc.mo.gov/mpsc/commoncomponents/view_itemno_details.asp?caseno=EU-2020-035018&attach_id=2021010226
https://efis.psc.mo.gov/mpsc/commoncomponents/viewdocument.asp?DocId=936300116
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Making the Case for Debt Forgiveness
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Making the Case
Overview

Partial debt forgiveness is a write-off that also addresses immediate needs:
 An incentive to keep customers engaged and paying on some level;
 Much-needed credit to customers in need;
 A way to avoid the debt cliff; and
 A transition strategy for exiting an extended disconnect moratorium and
shifting to a regular payment cycle
Utilities need to recognize the scope and scale of the current debt problem,
to experiment with new thinking and alternative payment options, and take
control of debt that will inevitably not be paid
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Making the Case

Customer, Regulatory & Business Considerations
Business Issues
Customer Issues
• Housing precarity
• Illness
• Un- or under-employment
• First time needs-based / not
familiar with or enrolled in
assistance programs
• Broaden access, improve ease
of entry to relief programs
• Insurmountable debt level
without forgiveness
• Carrying debt with several
creditors / service providers

Customer

Regulatory

Business

Regulatory Issues
• Access to debt relief without a disconnect notice
• Keep customers connected
• Adapting an existing program / Launching a new program
• Equitable disbursement of relief
• Whether incremental covid-related costs meet criteria for
deferral of a regulatory asset (what can be tracked and
potentially recovered?)
• Deferral of bad debt (forgiven debt)
• Enrollment process (auto-enroll)
• Regular coordination with stakeholders

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Minimize lost revenue
Know customers' needs
Avoid defaults, debt cliff ($400-500)
Improve operational efficiencies
(Payment Arrangements consume a
significant portion of a utility’s
operational and administrative effort)
Improve customer experience
Broaden access to relief programs
Elevate customers needs over
fraud protection
Need to act now, evaluate later
(vs. typical cost-benefit analysis)
Non-regulated utilities: secure
and allocate relief funds (funding
source dictates latitude)
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Making the Case
The Consumer Voice

DEFG recently designed two national consumer
surveys to examine the depth of the debt crisis and to
gauge consumer interest in alternative utility practices

Responses to Survey Questions re:
Utility Debt Forgiveness and Incentive Programs:

 The average past due amount on utility bills is $139
 For younger Americans (ages 18 – 34), the average
past due amount climbs to $173 and for renters it is
estimated to be $169
 Among consumers earning less than $50,000 / year,
the numbers vary by age group:

*56% of respondents surveyed felt that partial debt forgiveness
would be “extremely” or “very helpful” (household income above
or below $50k had no significant impact on response levels)

 $200 for people ages 18-34

**75% of respondents indicated that incentives would be
“extremely” or “very important” to them when prioritizing which
bills to pay first (again, household income above or below $50k
had no significant impact on response levels)

 $192 for people ages 35-54
 Only $38 for people 55 and older

*Base: Total Respondents. Q. F14. Some utilities are considering forgiving some past due
amounts if a customer is making progress in paying down debt. How helpful would that be?
**Base: Total Respondents. Q. F15. Some households face tradeoffs between paying utility
bills and paying other household expenses. If you received an incentive, such as forgiving
some past due amounts, or help to stay current, how important would an incentive be as you
decide which expenses to pay first?
Source: DEFG LLC, “Customer Survey on Utility Debt,” March 2021, Customer Survey No. 43.
(Questions F14 and F15.)
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Making the Case

State Utility Regulator – Navigating Unchartered Waters
In an April 2020 DEFG survey, state regulators exhibited great variance
in their level of concern “about how energy utilities are handling the
coronavirus crisis today”
• Among the “greatest concerns right now” were:
1) end of moratorium collections;
2) utility cash flow and finances; and
3) long term economic outlook
• They expressed:
o concern for cost impacts to ratepayers, especially low-income
o willingness to consider new payment approaches, but mixed
feeling about new programs or approaches to help customers
pay off arrearages

No Precedent for Recovery of Pandemic Costs
•

Many state commissions have issued orders or staff
proposals related to cost recovery that seek to address
deferral of bad debt, the creation of a regulatory asset, or
the tracking of costs in connection to COVID-19

•

In virtually all states across the country, however, COVID19 related costs are not yet included in current rates

•

These tracked costs will be reviewed for recoverability as
part of future proceedings

A common statement was that they “will be working with the utilities
to formulate ideas and evaluate the most practical route”
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Making the Case
Recommendations

Unchartered Waters –
Strong Case for Partial Debt Forgiveness
Utilites are, in some manner, tracking pandemic related
costs, including bad debt
A strategy to forgive a certain percentage of household
debt to jumpstart a payment schedule, incentivize a
struggling household to rebuild their finances one month
at a time, and provide some level of relief is a necesssary
path and a worthy endeavor
Moreover, a well-designed debt forgiveness program
can replace costly and ineffective traditional payment
arrangements and collections strategies (pathway to
penalties and disconnections), proving the business case
Utilities and stakeholders must embrace alternative
approaches in these uncertain times

BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR DEBT FORGIVENESS
•

Payment Arrangements consume a significant portion of a
utility’s operational and administrative effort

• Important to understand the financial impact of an ineffective
or mis-managed payment arrangement strategy
• Important to understand the conflicting goals of Customer
Care Operations vs. Revenue Management
• Costs include administrative, operational and impacts to baddebt portfolio
• Risk increases as payment terms are extended (i.e., debtor’s
circumstances change over time)
• There are historically high default rates of
payment arrangements, averaging about 60 percent
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Next Steps
• You will receive these slides with a link to the webinar recording on the cover slide
• Webinar: “Macroeconomic Analysis of Household Debt”
o Tuesday, April 20th, 2:00 p.m. EDT. Mark Stone, former Deputy Chief Economist, U.S. Dept. of State, and
former Deputy Division Chief, International Monetary Fund, will provide an overview of the recent and
prospective macroeconomic underpinnings of household debt. Mark will provide some surprising findings
about the uneven impact of the COVID recession across different categories of households. He will discuss
the implications in the years ahead for utilities, consumers, and other holders of household debt.

• Webinar: “Overview of the Utility Collections Environment”
o May (TBD). Bruce Gay, President, Monticello Consulting Group, will provide a landscape review of today's
utility collection environment.
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Appendices
LADWP Interview
SnoPUD Interview
Debt Relief Across Industries
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Utility Interviews
LADWP

CUSTOMER STUDY
Conduct a study, seek the participation of
customers who had made few payments on
their arrearages
Collect information re: their household
situation, why they are behind on payments,
the barriers to being current, etc.
Handle as a quid pro quo -- customers who
participate in the study earned debt forgiveness
Had input and support of the utility’s Board
president and CEO
Customer participation # is still TBD, dependent
on level of outside funding

CARES Grant (federal dollars)
One-time $500 grants designed to assist struggling, low-income LA residents
financially affected by the pandemic with utility costs (phone, cable, power)
• Applicants needed to be an LADWP residential customer with an online
account, living within the City of Los Angeles at the time they applied
• Dec. 2020 - checks issued by Wells Fargo, mailed to approved applicant’s
most recent address on file with LADWP
• Out of ~76k applicants, 67,315 were approved
• Total of $33,657,500 distributed
• Partnering with CBOs, the utility walked customers through approval
process
• In just 6 weeks, LADWP administered this grant program, while being
extremely careful for auditing purposes
Considered to be a highly successful effort
https://www.ladwpnews.com/la-city-ladwp-utility-cares-grant-program-awards-more-than-33-5-million-in-grants-tomore-than-67000-angelenos/
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Utility Interviews
LADWP

Results, Success Defined

★ While LADWP has legal barriers to offering debt forgiveness, the utility worked creatively to offer 5k

customers some level of debt forgiveness in exchange for study participation

★ In a critical moment, LADWP stepped up to administer the CARES grants, noting it was in the best position

to execute an emergency program with far reach and their efforts were a success

★ These leadership efforts build goodwill with the LADWP customer community and local CBOs

★ Another measure of success have been the strong relationships / communication with stakeholders (LA

City Council, city AG, consumer advocates), and LADWP board members and general counsel

★ Should federal dollars earmarked for utility arrearages be appropriated, LADWP feels well positioned to

administer such a program -- biggest challenges are proving access and equitable disbursement
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Utility Interviews
SnoPUD

Example Scenario
• Customer owes past due balance of $600
• Average monthly usage is $60
• CSR discusses AMP and customer agrees to pay $100 and can pay around $80/month
• Initial pledge amount $100 applies to the balance and is loaded
• Customer agrees to 18-month combo and to pay $82/month ($400
balance+$60/month/18 months)
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Debt Relief Across Industries:

Eviction Moratorium & Emergency Rental Assistance
Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) Eligibility:
Federal Eviction Moratorium extended through June,
just two days before expiration date of Mar. 31
"Keeping people in their homes and out of
crowded or congregate settings — like homeless
shelters — by preventing evictions is a key step
in helping to stop the spread of COVID-19," says
CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky.

An “eligible household” is a renter household in which at least one or
more individuals meets the following criteria:
➔ Qualifies for unemployment OR has experienced a reduction in
household income, incurred significant costs, or experienced a
financial hardship due to COVID-19
➔ Demonstrates risk of homelessness / housing instability
➔ Household income at or below 80% of the area median

Rental assistance should not be duplicative of any other federally funded
rental assistance provided to such household
Eligible households that include an individual who has been unemployed
for the 90 days prior to application for assistance and households with
income at or below 50% of the area median are to be prioritized

Household income is determined as either - the household’s total income
for calendar year 2020 or the household’s monthly income at the time of
application - for those using the latter method, eligibility must be
Sources:
redetermined every 3 months
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/22/states-will-soon-start-giving-out-25-billion-in-rental-assistance-.html
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/cares/emergency-rental-assistance-program
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/ERA-Frequently-Asked-Questions_Pub-3-16-21.pdf
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Debt Relief Across Industries:
Student Loans

COVID-Related Relief to Date
Since the first pandemic-era stimulus package was enacted in Mar. 2020, millions have been able to experience
life free of the crippling burden of student-loan payments

➔ The CARES Act paused payments on federal student loans and set a 0% interest rate on those loans
through September 2020

➔ The Biden Administration extended that pause until September 2021, affecting some 42MM borrowers
➔ Student-loan forgiveness did not make it into the American Rescue Plan passed by Congress in 2021 -- but

the bill does include a provision to make college-loan forgiveness tax-free until Dec. 31, 2025 (the canceled
amount is not taxable), eliminating an important barrier that would make it easier to implement broader
forgiveness in the future

https://time.com/5951766/student-loan-forgiveness-challenges/
© 2021 DEFG LLC
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Student Loans

Blanket Student Loan Forgiveness – IS IT AN OPTION?
Some argue this approach is not equitable -- what about those who
struggled and paid off their debts? Also, often those with the highest level
of debt forgiven tend to be those with advanced degrees, who are earning
high incomes
Are income-based programs potentially the better option?

● Revised Pay as You Earn, or REPAYE, lets borrowers pay 10% of their
discretionary income - after 25 years of payments, or 20 years for
people who took out loans for undergrad study, the remaining debt
is wiped out

A number of lawsuits are attempting to make it easier for borrowers to
learn about and access those forgiveness programs, as loan servicers have
a conflict of interest and do not provide helpful counsel

“[U]ntil the wages that come after an education
can match the cost of loans, forgiveness is one
way to ensure that Americans trapped in
student-loan debt and prevented from buying
homes, saving for retirement and starting
businesses will be able to join the economy.”
TIME Magazine (April 1, 2021) see link below*

● For ex., after a class-action suit filed by members of the American
Federation of Teachers, loan servicer Navient agreed in October
2020 to help steer more borrowers toward loan-forgiveness
opportunities

*https://time.com/5951766/student-loan-forgiveness-challenges/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/loans/student-loans/student-loan-forgiveness
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